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Globular Cluster M55



Globular Cluster M55



Where are Open Clusters found
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Where are Globular Clusters found



Where are Globular Clusters found



Recall the lifespan of a star depends on its Mass



As Observed from the earth, the distance to all the stars
within a cluster are ~ the same

Therefore the differences in brightness are directly related to the 
differences in Luminosity or energy output.

- distance effects are removed







White Dwarfs



As Observed from the earth, the distance to all the stars
within a cluster are ~ the same

Therefore the differences in brightness are directly related to the 
differences in Luminosity or energy output.

- distance effects are removed



Open Cluster M7









Where is the Sun located in the 
Milky Way?

n Harlow Shapley (1915)
n Globular Clusters





Harlow Shapley made the bold leap to 
assume that the globulars would be 
evenly distributed around the central
core of the galaxy



Where are Globular Clusters found



Where are Globular Clusters found



GALAXIES





What is the shape of the Milky 
Way Galaxy?



William Herschel





Near-infrared all-sky (cool stars)



Atomic Hydrogen (all sky)



Location of hydrogen 
(top-down view)



Far-infrared all-sky (interstellar dust)



NGC 891



…the Milky Way is a 
“spiral” galaxy





n Center of the Milky Way is in Sagittarius
n The distance from the Sun to the center is 

~ 28,000 light years















Hubble Galaxy Classification 
Sequence

n Edwin Hubble (1920’s-1940’s)
n Classified galaxies based upon SIZE, 

SHAPE, etc…





Interacting Galaxies
Cartwheel Galaxy

Particularly in rich 
clusters, galaxies can 
collide and interact.

Galaxy collisions 
can produce 

ring galaxies and

tidal tails.

Often triggering active 
star formation:

Starburst galaxies

NGC 4038/4039













What we see is NOT what we may get!!

Great enigmas still exist



Reference line

Reference line









The only explanation for this curve is that a large 
Fraction of the matter in a galaxy exists as a vast
halo around the core of the galaxy

First observed and predicted by Fritz Zwicky…1930’s

Since the matter is not visible, called dark matter!

~90% of all the matter in a galaxy is dark matter



What are the scales we have learned about?

1. The Earth-Moon ~200,000 miles
2. The Solar System ~1,000,000,000 miles

3. The local stellar neighbor ~1,000,000,000,000,000 miles

4. The galaxy, globular clusters ~1,000,000,000,000,000,000 miles

5. The local galactic neighbor ~100,000,000,000,000,000,000 miles

6. Our neighborly galaxy cluster ~10,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 miles

7. SuperClusters ~100,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 miles

8. The very edge....? ~100,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000.... miles



What are the scales we have learned about?
How are their distances determined?

1. The Earth-Moon Direct, parallax, radar, light
2. The Solar System Direct, parallax, radar

3. The local stellar neighbor Direct, parallax

4. The galaxy, globular clusters Indirect, calibrated Period-Luminosity

5. The local galactic neighbor Indirect, calibrated Period-Luminosity

6. Our neighborly galaxy cluster Indirect, calibrated Period-Luminosity

7. SuperClusters Hubble Expansion,  

8. The very edge....? ~100,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000.... miles



Distances to the galaxies

• Much to distant to use direct method (trig. Parallax)

• Some of the brighter stars on the MS can be used for
spectroscopic parallax. Tough to get spectrum to type

• Period-Luminosity relationship Cepheid variables
Extremely luminous (very large R)



White Dwarfs



RR Lyr and Cepheid Variables: a class of pulsating stars







Edwin Hubble accomplished 2 great things:

1. 1924 he was able to recognize Cepheids
(variable stars) in nearby galaxies and once
and for all showed that these were separate
“island universes”.





Pre 1500’s    Earth and man center of all there is (Universe)

After Copernicus (~1500) OK, sun is at the center, but man is center of everything,
center of galaxy, center of Universe

1910-1920 Oh no! we are not at center of galaxy but out toward the edge
but at least our galaxy is at the center of everything!!

-study of globular clusters, their distribution and 
variables contained in them

1925-1930 The Universe is full of galaxies, rushing away from each other
we have no special place whatsoever!!

-study of variable stars (pulsating) in distant galaxies

The History of Astronomy is a history of the 
displacement of man from being the Center of everything



Edwin Hubble accomplished 2 great things:

1. 1924 he was able to recognize Cepheids
(variable stars) in nearby galaxies and once
and for all showed that these were separate
“island universes”.

2. 1929 he showed through the analysis of
red shifts of galaxies (spectroscopy) that the
more distant a galaxy is the faster it is rushing
away from us. 

“Expanding Universe”



Doppler Shift of Light: measuring the speed
of objects

λo

z = v/c  =  (λ-λo)/ λo

v = velocity of object
c = velocity of light (300,000 km/sec)
λo = rest wavelength
λ = measured wavelength

λ
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V = HoD     or      Ho = V/D

Ho is the Hubble Constant

Ho = ~70 km/sec/Mpc



1 Mpc = 1 million parsecs = 3.26 million light years

Ho = ~70 km/sec/Mpc

1 Mpc

Velocity of recession
= 70 km/sec

Velocity of recession
= 140 km/sec

2 Mpc

Velocity of recession
= 210 km/sec

3 Mpc



Edwin Hubble accomplished 2 great things:

1. 1924 he was able to recognize Cepheids
(variable stars) in nearby galaxies and once
and for all showed that these were separate
“island universes”.

2. 1929 he showed through the analysis of
red shifts of galaxies (spectroscopy) that the
more distant a galaxy is the faster it is rushing
away from us. 

“Expanding Universe”

Sidebar: In 1916 Albert Einstein published his opus on General relativity. This theory
predicted that the universe should be expanding!!! Since the prevailing thinking of the
time was that the universe was static (not expanding or contracting), he added a term to
his relativity equations that made the universe static. 

Einstein 14 years later called it was his greatest scientific blunder.



Georges Lemaitre





Origins of the Universe: two theories

Steady State-1940’s to present

Big Bang
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Size of previous solar neighborhood





Milky Way Andromeda galaxy

Small Magellanic Cloud

Large Magellanic Cloud











Deepest Image EVER




